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Hashing based approximate nearest neighbors (ANN) search has drawn considerable attraction owing to its
low-memory storage and hardware-level logical computing which is doomed to be greatly applicable to
quantities of large-scale and practical scenarios, such as information retrieval, computer vision and natural
language processing. However, most existing hashing methods concentrate either on images only or on pairwise
image-texts (labels, short documents) and rarely utilize more common sentences. In this paper, we propose D
iversity R egularized L atent S emantic M atch for H ashing (DRLSMH), a new multimodal hashing method that
projects images and sentences into a shared latent semantic space with label-supervised semantic constraints to
proceed on multimodal retrieval. Notably, soft orthogonality is induced as a novel regularizer to preserve diverse
hashing functions for compact and accurate representations; what's more, this kind of regularization also
beneﬁts the derivations of closed-form solutions with some proper relaxations under iterative optimization
framework. Extensive experiments on two public datasets demonstrate the advantages of our method over some
state-of-the-art baselines under cross-modal retrieval both on image-query-image, image-query-text and textquery-image tasks.
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1. Introduction
Nearest neighbors (NN) search has acted as a fundamental role in
lots of important applications, such as machine learning, computer
vision, natural language processing and so forth for decades [1–3];
however, recently ever-changing Internet technologies have already
pushed forward the big data era to come: high-dimensional, massive,
and heterogeneous data throw a huge challenge on NN. Even for the
simplest linearly scanning, it would be impractical and unrealistic for
real scenarios now. Hashing, as a new approximate nearest neighbors
method, embedding data into the binary hamming space which is
capable of preserving similarities between objects makes the memory
and computing both extremely eﬀective [4,5]; even ordinary PCs can
handle large amounts of data.
Hashing methods can be divided into diﬀerent classiﬁcations according
to diﬀerent views. For example, it can be roughly divided into dataindependent methods and data-dependent methods by using the data or
not, where LSH [6], KLSH [7] and other LSH-like methods [8] are dataindependent and ITQ [9], SpH [10], SSH [11] and MLH [12] are datadependent ones. From another perspective of using supervised information
or not, there could be three kinds: unsupervised [6,13], supervised [5,12]
and semi-supervised [11,14,15] methods. Here, we would like to divide the
hashing methods into traditional image retrieval methods and current
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multi-view cross-modal retrieval methods.
Methods mentioned above all belong to the former kind. And as regard
to the latter one, there are many new methods emerging in the recent years.
Inter-media hashing (IMH) [16] introduces inter-media consistency and
intra-media consistency to discovery a common hamming space, and uses
regularized linear model to learn view speciﬁc hash functions. However,
IMH needs to construct the similarity matrix for all the data points, which
will impede the eﬀectiveness for large-scale datasets. Latent semantic
sparse hashing (LSSH) [17] utilizes the sparse coding to capture the salient
structures of images and matrix factorizations to learn the latent concepts
from text to perform cross-modal similarity search. However, this kind of
learning paradigm, especially the sparsity, makes the training stage
consume too much time. Collective matrix factorization hashing (CMFH)
[18] learns uniﬁed hash codes by collective matrix factorization with latent
semantic match model from diﬀerent modes of one instance, while it's too
strict to constraint diﬀerent modalities to identical hash codes. Semantic
topic multimodal hashing (STMH) [19] models text as multiple semantic
topics and image as latent semantic structures and then learns the
relationship of text and image into their latent semantic spaces. Though
STMH has obtained superior performances to some state-of-the-art baselines, we ﬁnd the extension of out-of-sample need to be simpliﬁed.
Although there are many multimodal hashing methods and they all
have achieved promising performance in multimodal applications [16–
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to be novel with each other for better clustering.
Deﬁnitely, diversity is an intuitive and eﬀective idea to be taken
advantage of for its compact and eﬀective information presentations in
large scale data. However, it's still an open research problem both in
wide varieties of tasks, formalizations, algorithms and its theoretical
analysis. Here, soft orthogonal constraints are induced on projection
matrices as a novel diversity regularizer to obtain diverse hash
functions (another perspective diﬀerent from the former works) for
compact representations of both image and text data in our paper. Soft
orthogonality not only can achieve comparable eﬀects with a small
number of hash functions as that of large sets of hash functions, but
also can be made use of for relaxations to derive closed-form solutions
which are all of great beneﬁts to multi-modal retrieval.

19], there still needs to be more explorations on models (linear/
nonlinear, matrix factorization/probabilistic graphical modes, deep
neural network or not), algorithms (convex/nonconvex, distributed
parallel gradient-based algorithms) and theories (robustness, sparsity,
diversity or low rank), or even for some new formalizations of multimodal data. In this work, we make full use of the self-characterized
image-sentences pairwise data, and map them diversely into a shared
latent semantic space via match learning with label-supervised semantic regularizations which is able to preserve similarities between images
and sentences, and then put forward a novel method Diversity
Regularized Latent Semantic Match for Hashing (DRLSMH). The core
contributions of our work can be listed as below:

•

•
•

We incorporate linear projection instead of direct matrix factorization with learning to match framework, which would deﬁnitely lead
to two advantages: on one hand, it makes the model look simple
(more like convex), and more importantly it would greatly beneﬁt
the hashing for out-of-samples just through basic matrix-vector
multiplications; on the other hand, this kind of formalizations help
to the later closed-form solutions.
Soft orthogonality is introduced as a novel regularizer for diverse
hashing functions, which will provide compact and accurate representations with small ﬁxed number of hash bits. Moreover, closedform solutions can be easily derived with some relaxations on the
regularizations under the iterative framework.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the pioneer exploration to
perform learning to hash for cross-modal retrieval tasks on such
kind of datasets: pair-wise image-sentences corpus. Extensive
experiments on two public datasets highlight the superiority over
some of the state-of-the-art methods for image-query-image, imagequery-text and text-query-image missions.

2.2. Learning to match
Relevance has always been considerably important in search and
will always be, and match is a key factor for similarity, especially in the
contemporary heterogeneous, multi-view, associated big data era.
Learning to match (match learning) [24–27] is a sharp sword in such
scenarios including question answering, recommender systems, machine translation, cross-language information retrieval, online advertising, image annotation, drug design and couple pairing. In recent
research, [28] leveraged both clicks and content to learn to match
heterogeneous objects via shared latent structures for web search.
Likewise, image annotations [29], recommendation systems [30], and
Cross-modal Search [17] all mapped diﬀerent modals or views (i.e.
keywords v.s. images, users v.s. products, images v.s. texts etc.) into a
shared latent high-level semantic space with low dimensions and
bridged them each other for better and eﬀective relevance.
However, in this paper, the datasets explored are formed with
images and sentences pair-wisely; therefore we can naturally connect
them into a common latent semantic space from two distinct image and
sentence spaces with the assumptions that they both describe the same
object/thing with just diﬀerent languages.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we
introduce related work about diversity regularizations, learning to
match and deep learning for representations. In Section 3, we deﬁne
our problem and give necessary notations. In Section 4, we propose our
method DRLSMH and present an approximate learning process for
match learning and then derive the optimization algorithms. We
conduct experiments on three kinds of tasks to evaluate the proposed
models in Section 5, and ﬁnally draw conclusions in Section 6.

2.3. Deep learning for representations
Deep learning (deep machine learning, or deep neural network
learning, or hierarchical learning, or sometimes DL) is a branch of
machine learning based on a set of algorithms that attempt to model
high-level abstractions in data by using multiple processing layers with
complex structures, or otherwise composed of multiple non-linear
transformations [31–33]. A large amount of exploration and research
on AutoEncoder, CNN, LSTM, and other types of DNNs have brought
unprecedented changes in ﬁelds such as image understanding and
recognition, speech recognition, and distributed representations and
language processing in recent few years since 2006, when Hinton and
Salakhutdinov gave a second birth to the traditional neural network
[34]. In this paper, we would like to focus on two well-used DL tools
VGG-16 [35] and Sentence2vec [36,37] for image and text representations respectively, which will be prepared for the next match learning
parts illustrated in the middle of Fig. 1.

2. Related work
2.1. Diversity regularizations
Very recently, it's quite interesting that there seems a more and
more growing attention on the diversity regularizations explored in
various aspects of data mining and machine learning, such as ensemble
methods, self-paced learning, metric learning, multi-view clustering
and so on, without any prior consolations. And lots of superior
performances are mined out with the utilizations of diversity constraints in diﬀerent formalizations. For example, [20] proposed the
diversity regularized machine to construct an ensemble of diverse
SVMs which lead to an eﬀective reduction on its hypothesis space
complexity and better generation ability veriﬁed both in theoretical
analysis and experiments; [21] threw focus on the preferences both
easy and diverse samples into a general non-convex regularizer which
would greatly contribute to the self-pace learning; [22] discussed about
the tasks of keeping a small number of latent factors meanwhile
making them as eﬀective as a large set of factors for the sake of
computational eﬃciency and put forward an diversity constraints with
the mean and variance of latent factors, and then learned compact and
eﬀective distance metrics for retrieval, clustering and classiﬁcations;
last but not the least, [23] utilized the Hilbert Schmidt Independence
Criterion as a diversity term to explore the complementarity of multiview representations that could explicitly enforce the learned subspace

3. Problem statement
Suppose that O = {os} s = 1N is a set of multimodal instances, which
consists of an image and its corresponding texts (sentences), i.e.
os = (Dsi , Dst ), where Dsi ∈ R M1 is an M1-dimensional image descriptor
extracted from VGG-161 and PCA, and Dst ∈ R M2 is an M2-dimensional
text feature obtained from Sentence2vec2 (usually M1 ≠ M2 ). Given the
bits length K, the purpose of DRLSMH is to learn an integrated binary
1
2

2
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Fig. 1. A brief framework of DRLSMH illustrated with toy examples. (1)Left: Using deep network tools VGG-16 and Sentence2vec to vectorize images and its corresponding descriptive
sentences. (2)Middle: Linearly project (diverse projections) images and sentences into a common latent semantic space, which can integrate pairwise match learning and labelsupervised semantic partial order regularizations (notably, labels can be extracted from sentences to supervise image representations in latent semantic space). (3)Right: Space shift
from latent semantic space to hamming space with elementwise operator sgn(·) , which is beneﬁcial for tasks on image-query-image, image-query-text and text-query-image retrieval.

code hs ∈ [0, 1]K for os, s = 1, 2, …, N , such that hs and ht preserve the
semantic similarity between os and ot with high probabilities. More
speciﬁcally, if os and ot are two objects with similar semantic, hs and ht
should have a small Hamming distance, and vice versa.
As illustrated in Fig. 1, there are three stages from original objects
(iamges, sentences) to the ﬁnal bits coded in our proposed method.
Firstly, images can be represented as a 4096-dimensional vector with
trained VGG-16 model on ImageNet3 and then further reduced to a
128-dimensional vector by PCA for saving computing and storage
resources. Meanwhile, sentences would be embedded into a 100-D
vector through trained Sentence2vec on millions of MSCOCO4 sentences. Secondly, images and texts are mapped into a shared latent
semantic space with match learning by linear diverse projections P i and
P t respectively and semantic regularizations. Finally, elementwise
operator sgn(·) implements the space shift from latent semantic space
to the hamming space for binary codes. Table 1 summarizes the
necessary notations and explanations.

Table 1
Math Notations.
Notations

Explanations

N

Number of multimodal instances in the dataset O = {os}sN=1, S is
the index from 1 to N.
Dimensions of image descriptor extracted from VGG−16 and PCA.
Dimensions of text feature obtained from Sentence2vec.
Number of code bits or hashing functions.

M1
M2
K

Di ∈ R M1× N

Image representation of the dataset and each column Dsi ∈ R M1
represents an image.

D t ∈ R M2 × N

Text representation of the dataset and each column Dst ∈ R M2
represents a sentence.
K linear projections from image space to the common latent
semantic space and each row represents one projection.
K linear projections from text space to the common latent
semantic space and each row represents one projection.
The corresponding representations of images in the shared latent
semantic space.
The corresponding representations of texts in the shared latent
semantic space.
Elementwise operator: if x > 0 , then sgn(x ) = 1; else sgn(x ) = 0 .
Hyperparameters of DRLSMH as balance factors between loss,
match and semantic similarity.

P i ∈ R K × M1
P t ∈ R K × M2

V i ∈ RK ×N

V t ∈ RK ×N

4. Diversity regularized latent semantic match for hashing

sgn(·)
α, β, γ , ε

This section details the proposed DRLSMH model for cross-modal
similarity search. Without loss of generality, we restrict the discussion
to bimodal instances consisting of images and texts (sentences)
because they are the most common and important scene in real world.

min α ‖PiDi − V i‖2F + β ‖PtD t − V t‖2F + γ ‖V i − V t‖2F ,



#1

Learning to match is a very useful framework in modeling multi-modal
datasets with the assumptions that diﬀerent views of data can be bridged
each other for the same/similar semantic relatedness. Take imagesentences corpus for example, image and its corresponding sentences,
two distinct modals, would both talk about the same or similar topics or
other things and it's naturally to map them to a common latent semantic
space for connection which is the soul of match learning. Therefore, in
regard to the pairwise image-sentences datasets, we design a three-stage
hashing model whose framework is shown in Fig. 1. Represented images
and sentences are transformed into Vi and Vt respectively in a shared latent
semantic space through linear projections Pi and Pt correspondingly. Since
they have tight relatedness, we can formalize it based on the learning to
match framework as follows:

4

#3

(1)

where part #1 and #2 are designed to learn semantic bases (Pi and Pt)
and representations (Vi and Vt) simultaneously both for images and
sentences through linear projections instead of matrix factorizations.
Part #3 characterizes the semantic similarities between the image and
sentences which is the key to bridge heterogeneous data. α, β and γ are
regulators to balance intra-semantics and inter-match respectively.
Notably, Pi and Pt can also be viewed as hashing functions and each
row represents one.
Furthermore, diﬀerent formalizations of diversity have been widely
considered and explored in various ﬁelds (information retrieval [22],
ensemble methods [20], self-paced learning [21], clustering [23] etc.) of
machine learning and obtained promising performance in many applications. In this paper, we also put forward a novel diversity regularizer named
soft orthogonality on projections for diverse hashing functions to preserve
compact and accurate binary codes. Speciﬁcs are listed as below:

4.1. Diversity regularized match learning

3

#2
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∥ P i (P i )T − IK ∥ ≤ T1,

(2)

∥ P t (P t )T − IK ∥ ≤ T2,

(3)
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where T1 and T2 are two predeﬁned thresholds to control the diversity
of hash functions; and the smaller, the more diverse. IK denotes a
K × K unit diagonal matrix.
Therefore, we can summarize this subsection as the following
optimization problems:
min α ∥ PiDi − V i ∥2F + β ∥ P tD t − V t ∥2F + γ ∥ V i − V t ∥2F

min

m =1 n =1

min tr {V i (G − W )(V i )T } = tr {V iL (V i )T },

⎧∥ Pi (Pi )T − I ∥ ≤ T
K
1
s. t. ⎨
.
⎩∥ Pt (Pt )T − IK ∥ ≤ T2

where L is the graph Laplacian deﬁned on the image data, and tr (·) is
the trace function. By minimizing this term, the similarity between
diﬀerent images can be preserved in the learned codes.

⎪

4.3. Overall objective function

Now that we have managed to ﬁnd a proper way to bridge diﬀerent
types of media data, i.e. exploring the inter-media consistency with match
learning. Many previous state-of-the-art hashing methods [38,16,19] have
shown that compact binary codes should make the similar data points
closer than that of dissimilar pairs within a short hamming distances in a
single data type. So inspired by these works, we also intend to seek for the
intra-semantic similarity especially for images i.e. Vi should be regularized
with some kind of semantic supervisions.
Take image and its descriptive sentences for analysis, if two images
are of similar semantics, there would probably be more shared words in
their corresponding texts. Accordingly, we can design the similarities
for each pair by the intersection and union operations of their text's
word sets. More speciﬁcally, a set of words would be obtained for each
image through natural language processing tools (NLTK,5 ANSJ6) such
as word-participle, part-of-speech analysis and word stemming. Set
Smi = {word m1, word m2, …, wordmp} and Sni = {wordn1, wordn2, …, wordnq}
for the word-set of the m-th and n-th image, then the similarity
Wmn between them is formalized as follows:

The overall objective function, combining the diversity regularized
match learning in Eq. (4) and the semantic similarity preserving in Eq.
(7), is written as below.
min

P i, P t , V i, V t

⎧∥ Pi (Pi )T − I ∥ ≤ T
1
K
L f (P i , P t , V i , V t ) s . t . ⎨
,
⎩∥ Pt (Pt )T − IK ∥ ≤ T2
⎪
⎪

(8)

where
L f = α ∥ PiDi − V i ∥2F + β ∥ P tD t − V t ∥2F + γ ∥ V i − V t ∥2F + εtr {V iL (V i )T }

(9)

and ε is the hyper parameter to regulate the importance of semantic
similarities for images.
One more point, I think, should be added is that binary codes can
be easily computed by the elementwise operator sgn(·) implementing
space shift from latent semantic space to hamming space after solving
the optimization problems (8).
4.4. Optimization algorithm
The optimization problem (8) is non-convex with respect to four
matrices P i, P t , V i, V t . However, it can be convex with respect to any
one of the four matrices while ﬁxing the other ones. Following the
practice in Sparse Coding [39], we optimize the objective function in
(8) by alternately minimizing it with respect to P i, P t , V i, V t . This
procedure is elaborated in the following parts.

(5)

where Card (·) denotes the number of the given set within the braces.
With respect to the m-th and n-th image, more shared words means
bigger similarities Wmn which indicates smaller distances in latent
semantic space, i.e. Vmi and Vni should be semantic relatedness
accordingly. For each pair images in this dataset, we can construct an
N × N similarity matrix W. To preserve the semantic similarities
among images, an optimization problem can be drawn as below:

6

(7)

⎪

4.2. Semantic similarity preserving

5

(6)

By introducing a diagonal N × N matrix G, whose entries are given
N
by Gss = ∑ j =1 Wsj and others zero, Eq. (6) can be rewritten as:

(4)

Card (Smi ∩ Sni )
Wmn =
,
Card (Smi ∪ Sni )

N

∑ ∑ Wmn ∥ Vmi − Vni ∥22 .

Algorithm 1. Diversity Regularized Latent Semantic Match for
Hashing (DRLSMH).

(1) Update of Matrix Pi: Holding matrix P i (s − 1), P t (s − 1),
V i (s − 1), V t (s − 1) ﬁxed, the update of P i (s ) amounts to solving
the following optimization problem:

http://www.nltk.org/
http://www.nlpcn.org/

4
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P i (s ) = argmin: L f = α ∥ P iD i − V i (s − 1)∥2F s. t.
Pi

Here a clear advantage is exposed by the above subsection:
DRLSMH is capable of dealing with large scale and online out-ofsamples for its simplest matrix-vector hashing operations which could
be easily distributed and paralleled eﬃciently. As regard to the training
stage, we ﬁnd it's much faster than LSSH [17] and comparable with
CMFH [18], STMH [19], which is probably beneﬁcial from the
designed closed-form solutions, in our experiments.

∥ P i (P i )T − IK ∥2F
(10)

≤ T1.

The optimization problem (10) can be transformed into the equivalent
one as follows:

P i (s ) = argmin: L f = ‖P iD i − V i (s − 1)‖2F + η0 ‖P i (P i )T − IK ‖2F ,
Pi

(11)

5. Experiments

where η0 denotes a predeﬁned hyper-parameter to control the diversity
of hashing functions; and the bigger, the more diverse. In order to get a
closed-form solution (usually closed-form solutions would greatly
contribute to the reduced computation instead of the time-consuming
iterative updates), we further make some relaxations on Pi, and Eq.
(11) is approximately converted to solve the following optimization
problem:
P i (s ) = argmin: L f = ‖P iD i − V i (s − 1)‖2F + η0 ‖P i (P i (s − 1))T − IK ‖2F .
Pi

Let

∂L f
∂P i

To evaluate the eﬀectiveness of our proposed DRLSMH, pioneer
experiments on two public multi-modal corpora UIUC and Flickr8k
consisting of images and sentences are elaborately conducted on three
retrieval missions: image-query-image, image-query-text and textquery-image over some state-of-the-art hashing methods.

(12)

5.1. Experimental setup

= 0 , then we obtain:

We use the UIUC [40] and Flickr8K [41] datasets in our experiments. Each image in these datasets is annotated with 5 sentences
using Amazons Mechanical Turk.

P i (s ) = [V i (s − 1)(D i )T + η0 P i (s − 1)]
× [D i (D i )T + η0 [P i (s − 1)]T [P i (s − 1)]]−1 .

(13)

(2) Update of Matrix P : It is easy to ﬁnd the symmetry between Pi
and Pt, and the processing is also the same as that of Pi; therefore,
we can directly write the ﬁnal solutions:
t

5.1.1. Datasets
Flickr8k can be downloaded from here.7 It provides JSON ﬁles for
the dataset, the source code for extracting VGG-16 features [35] for
Flickr8K. Therefore, each image is represented by a 4096-dimensional
CNN feature vector and then further reduced to a 128-dimensional
vector via PCA for saving computing and memory resources.
Meanwhile, we utilize Paragraph Vector model (Sentence2vec) [37]
to obtain the sentence representation for each image description. For
each image, we use the average value of its corresponding 5 sentence
vectors obtained by Sentence2vec as the ﬁnal image description. Here,
the default parameter setting for sentence2vec is used and thus each
image description is represented by a 100-dimensional vector. Note
that in order to obtain better sentence representation, the corpus of
MSCOCO [42] from both training and validation sentence data has
been utilized as training set for Sentence2vec. For Flickr8K, we use all
6000 pairwise image-sentences for training, 1000 for validation, and
the rest 1000 for testing. Finally, a returned point is considered to be a
true neighbor if they share at lease one common label in their
corresponding descriptive sentences.
UIUC is a small dataset that randomly sampled from PASCAL VOC
2008 training and validation data with 20 object categories. And there
are 50 image-sentences for each category. In our experiment, we
randomly select 40 image-sentences from each category for training,
5 for validations and the remaining for testing. The feature extraction
of image/sentences follows the same setting as Flickr8K does.

P t (s ) = [V t (s − 1)(D t )T + η1 P t (s − 1)]
× [D t (D t )T + η1 [P t (s − 1)]T [P t (s − 1)]]−1 ,

(14)

where η1 represents a predeﬁned hyper-parameter to control the
diversity of hashing functions; and the bigger, the more diverse.
Generally, η0 and η1 can be set to the same value for simpliﬁcations.
(3) Update
of
Matrix
Vi:
Holding
matrix
i
t
i
t
P (s ), P (s ), V (s − 1),V (s − 1) ﬁxed, the Update of matrix V i (s )
is equivalent to solving the following optimization problems:
V i (s ) = argmin: L f = α‖Pi (s ) Di − V i‖2F + γ‖V i − V t (s − 1)‖2F + εtr (V iL (V i )T ).

(15)

Vi

Let

∂L f
∂V i

= 0 , then we achieve:

V i (s ) = [αP i (s ) D i + γV t (s − 1)][(α + γ ) IN + εL ]−1 .
t

(16)
i

(4) Update of Matrix V : Similar as update of matrix V , we can get:

V t (s ) =

1
[βP t (s ) D t + γV i (s )].
β+γ

(17)

Based on the above derivations and analysis, the algorithm is
summarized in Algorithm 1.

5.1.2. Baseline methods
According to diﬀerent retrieval tasks, baselines can be divided into
two categories: traditional image-query-image assignment and current
cross-modal search. Therefore, IMH [16], LSSH [17], CMFH [18], and
STMH [19] are selected as comparisons for image-query-text and textquery-image missions, while apart from these four state-of-the-art
hashing methods, more ones such as PCAH, PCA-RR and ITQ [9],
CBE-opt [43], LSH [6], SH [44], SKLSH [8], DSH [45], SpH [10],
SELVE [4], BRE [46] are prepared for the traditional image-queryimage search. For all the compared methods, the codes are kindly
provided by the authors and the model parameters are tuned and
utilized as suggested in their papers. When comparing with the
baselines, we set the parameters which yield the best MAP on
validation sets for our method on UIUC (α = β = 1, γ = 50 ,
ε = 5e − 2 , and η0 = η1 = 0.1) and Flickr8k (α = β = 1, γ = 20 ,

4.5. Out-of-sample extension
In practice, the components of a new query can be quite diverse,
now we discuss it in the following three situations.
(1) Image Only: Let d i ∈ R M1 be the image-query feature, then its
hash code hi ∈ RK can be easily obtained by

hi = sgn(P id i ).

(18)

dt

R M2

be the text-query feature, then
(2) Text Only: Similarly, let ∈
the corresponding hash code ht ∈ RK can be easily obtained by

ht = sgn(P td t ).

(19)

(3) Both Image and Text: We can use the same way to get hash
codes described in Image only or Text only.

7

5
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Fig. 2. mAP curves on UIUC for retrieval tasks varying code length.

Fig. 3. PR curves on UIUC for retrieval tasks varying code length.
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Fig. 4. Precision@topN curves on UIUC for retrieval tasks varying code length.

Fig. 5. mAP curves on Flickr8k for retrieval tasks varying code length.
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Fig. 6. PR curves on Flickr8k for retrieval tasks varying code length.

length overall (except the comparable performance at mAP @16bits
with other methods), which on the whole veriﬁes the eﬀectiveness of
our proposed hashing method.
More speciﬁcally, cross-modal hashing methods (DRLSMH, STMH,
LSSH, CMFH, IMH) are mostly above the traditional image-queryimage hashing models (such as BRE, SELVE, CBE, ITQ etc.) from
diﬀerent metric curves; this is mainly because more contextual texts
other than traditional labels or none are utilized to supervise better
semantic image codes. When considering cross-modal retrieval, our
proposed method also performs better than the selected four state-ofthe-art hashing models by the three metrics; and even compared with
the best baseline (STMH), DRLSMH owns an averaged increase of
5.0%, 4.6%, and 10.9% for the image-query-image, image-query-text
and text-query-image tasks respectively with the mAP. The main
reason would probably come to the diversity regularizations and full
utilization of sentence semantics.

ε = 5e − 3, and η0 = η1 = 0.8).
5.1.3. Evaluation metrics
We adopt the mean of average precision (mAP), precision-recall,
and top-N precision as the evaluation metrics for similarity search
eﬀectiveness in our experiments. More details can be referred to [17].
5.2. Results and discussions
5.2.1. Results on UIUC
The mAP Curves for DRLSMH against corresponding baseline
hashing methods for diﬀerent kinds of retrieval tasks varying code
length are reported in Fig. 2. The precision-recall and topN precisions
curves are plotted in Figs. 3 and 4 respectively. We can observe that
DRLSMH outperforms all baseline methods on both image-queryimage, image-query-text and text-query-image tasks varying code
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Fig. 7. Precision@topN curves on Flickr8k for retrieval tasks varying code length.

signiﬁcant better performance than other 10+ baselines in all these retrieval
missions demonstrates the superiority of our proposed model. More
speciﬁcally, DRLSMH performs an averaged increase of 6.4%, 6.1% and
9.0% for image-query-image, image-query-text and text-query-image tasks
with mAP metric respectively even over the best preformed baseline STMH
method. Furthermore, better results with longer code bits as well as
consistent performance in three diﬀerent search tasks echo the corresponding former experiments on UIUC which further verify our model's
eﬀectiveness. Moreover, topN (top-400/500) precision ﬁgures exhibits a
probable promise in multi-tasks and multi-modal information retrieval for
DRLSMH in real world for the contemporary.

Furthermore, DRLSMH also shows better performances with longer code on diﬀerent retrieval missions from displayed ﬁgures. This is
reasonable because longer hash codes can encode more information
and thus can improve the mAP, PR and Precision@topN performance.
In addition, I would like to emphasize the superior topN (top-400/500
for example) precision over other state-of-the-art methods with consistent phenomenon (also the longer, the better) in these three search
missions which indicates a great promising application in real-world.
5.2.2. Results on Flickr8k
Similar as the former subsection, we further make a thorough inquiry
about the DRLSMH's eﬀectiveness on more scaled corpus Flickr8k with
mAP, precision-recall and topN precision retrieval metrics. The results for
these three evaluation metrics are displayed in Figs. 5, 6 and 7 respectively
on both traditional image retrieval and current cross-modal search tasks
varying code length. As shown in ﬁgures, we can clearly ﬁgure out that a

5.2.3. Summary
From the above two designed experiments, three common points
can be easily summarized as below.
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Generally speaking, current cross-modal hashing methods (e.g.
CMFH, LSSH, STMH, DRLSMH) most probably have a superior
performance against traditional image-query-image hashing models
(e.g. BRE, SELVE, CBE-opt, ITQ, LSH etc.) because of the utilization
of more semantic contextual information.
Our proposed method, DRLSMH, shows the best performance on
the whole over other 10+ baselines including traditional and current
hashing methods. This is most probably beneﬁcial from the designed
framework (Fig. 1): deep representations (images and sentences),
semantic match learning and space shift for hashing.
In light of the Precision@topN metric, DRLSMH are all above others
from all the plotted curves no matter what kind of retrieval tasks and
how long the bits code are, especially at the focus of top-400/500, which
indicates a promising application for real world search engine.

6. Conclusions
In this paper, we put forward a new hashing method, referred to as
Diversity Regularized Latent Semantic Match for Hashing, for cross-modal
retrieval between images and texts (sentences). More speciﬁcally, we map
the feature vectors extracted from deep learning models of images and
sentences to a shared latent semantic space with label-supervised graph
Laplacians for intra-media consistency in the match learning framework,
where soft orthogonality is induced as a novel regularizer on projections for
diverse hashing functions to preserve compact and accurate data representations. Then elementwise operator sgn(·) is utilized to implement space
shift from the latent semantic space to the ﬁnal hamming space. Notably,
proper relaxations on diversity regularization greatly contribute to the
closed-form solutions for the iterative algorithms which make the training
fast and eﬃcient.
Pioneer extensive experiments on two public multi-modal corpora
consisting of images and sentences show the superior performance against
several state-of-the-art cross-view hashing methods both on image-queryimage, image-query-text and text-query-image retrieval tasks, especially
with longer hash codes.
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